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trical tubes.
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Forty. three years of research
have uncovered hundreds of ,us£§
for nickel and nickel alloys in the
United States and other countries.
Today nickel exports help bring
into Canada millions of U, S. dol¬
lars yearly. The "dollars h>lp pay
the 14,000 nickel employees as
well as the railwaymen, lumber¬
men, steel and iron workers and

other men and women making
supplies for the nickel mines,
smelter? and refineries.
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Children Thrive on Sunrise Milk

PF.RHAPS^you've

noticed that
there seem to be a lot of these
brawny beauties running around
on America's highways
and it
isn't just that boldly gleaming fore¬
front that spreads this impression.
It isn't just the fact that folks who
own a fiuick get such a bang out
of it that they do a lot of driving.
Hack of all this is another fact. It's
a fact that contains a broad hint to
anyone who'd like to know what's
what in motorcar buys. 19S0 Buicks
are breaking all bast popularity rec¬
ords, as retisterfd in sales.
w« suggest that you do some
.
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terful you feci, with Fireball power
purring away the miles, at a polite
touch
of your toe on the gas treadle.
^
Find out how the jolts and jars
seem to disappear, when you have
big soft coil springs on all four
fat low-pressure tires
whyAs, and
on
Safety-Ride rims.
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wheel and prices that
.

start

down

With the sixes.
Seems like almost everyone wants

of these Ihiicks and
people can. How about you?

to own one

most

Isn't# it

a

.

smart

idea

to see your

Buick dealer now and get
name on his list?

jour

Then there's Dynaflow Drive,*
which Buiclc owners vote the big¬
gest automotive hit that has come

along in years.
With all this, there's room, and
comfort, and road-hugging hefi
combined with a light and willing
response to your hand
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